Self-induced intracerebral gamma oscillations in the human cortex.
Gamma oscillations play a pivotal role in multiple cognitive functions. They enable coordinated activity and communication of local assemblies, while abnormalities in gamma oscillations exist in different neurological and psychiatric diseases. Thus, a specific rectification of gamma synchronization could potentially compensate the deficits in pathological conditions. Previous experiments have shown that animals can voluntarily modulate their gamma power through operant conditioning. Using a closed-loop experimental setup, we show in six intracerebrally recorded epileptic patients undergoing presurgical evaluation that intracerebral power spectrum can be increased in the gamma frequency range (30-80 Hz) at different fronto-temporal cortical sites in human subjects. Successful gamma training was accompanied by increased gamma power at other cortical locations and progressively enhanced cross-frequency coupling between gamma and slow oscillations (3-12 Hz). Finally, using microelectrode targets in two subjects, we report that upregulation of gamma activities is possible also in spatial micro-domains, without the spread to macroelectrodes. Overall, our findings indicate that intracerebral gamma modulation can be achieved rapidly, beyond the motor system and with high spatial specificity, when using micro targets. These results are especially significant because they pave the way for use of high-resolution therapeutic approaches for future clinical applications.